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Critical Aspects of 

Early Learning in 

Reading

Let’s think about  the challenges 

of learning to read that children 

have to conquer early on.

Where did he go?

What did he do?

How did he do it?

What as a reader were you able to 

use?
• You knew that English goes left to right

• You knew that spaces are significant and 

indicate something about words

• You understand that a question mark might 

indicate what, where, why or who as an 

initial word

• You knew that symbols are probably 

constant and the same each time they come 

up

• You started to recognize some words
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The introduction gives the child a 

boost so that he/she can engage 

in the visual processing of print.

“…The teacher is ensuring that 

the child has in his head the ideas 

and the language he needs to 

produce when prompted in 

sequence by print cues.”

Guidebook, p37
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The reader has to 

produce responses to the 

words the author wrote.

“The reader uses understandings of 

what can happen in the world 

(meaning) and language knowledge (of 

words, structures and sound 

sequences) and several approaches to 

phonological information from oral 

and written sources. He mediates the 

appropriateness of possible responses 

through attention to visual 

information.”

Becoming Literate, p 292

Writing

Writing and reading are reciprocal  

processes. What one learns in one 

will help you in the other.
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The Essential Nature of Learning to

Look at Print
“The first weeks of 

lessons lay the foundation 

for subsequent success.”

Part One, pg 32

Learning to look at print

• “Where to look and what to 

look for, how to fixate and 

move the eyes across print are 

among the first things a novice 

reader learns.”

Learning to look at print

• Critically important to establish 

early on

• Teachers find it hard to understand 

how challenging this learning can be 

• Clay says it is easy to overlook 

difficulties in this area

Learning To Look at Print

• Even more emphasis on learning to look 
at print

• Increased emphasis on degrees of 
knowing, flexibility and speed

DOS

✓Written language must be read in 
a certain direction (D);

✓Symbols or letters have a 
particular orientation (O); 

✓Readers must attend to print in a 
particular sequence (S).

Clay 2002, OS, p. 22
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Direction

An arbitrary but required way of 

dealing with print;

• at the book level

• at the page level

• at the sentence level 

• at the word level

• and even at the letter level

“Teachers must be quite fussy … 

about directional movement until 

they observe that each child has 

become quick and correct , and 

never lapses from the rules of 

scanning written language in the 

correct order.”

P19, The Puzzling Code

Breaking Letters Out of Words

• Early

• Use known words

• It is about learning about spatial layout 

and direction

“One simply has to learn that in

the world of print, orientation is

of critical importance.”

Clay, 2001, COT, p. 169
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Sequence

“Visual information is stored in 

print in a particular order and 

going in search of helpful 

information must somehow take 

account of order.”

Clay, 2001, COT, p. 168
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How do we teach for DOS?
Teacher’s Role

✓Use consistent appropriate instructional 

language;

✓Foster the child taking the action or 

making the decision, don’t just tell.

Children need “to establish one-

to-one matching of ‘saying’ and 

‘seeing’

Children need “to establish one-to-one 

matching of ‘saying’ and ‘seeing’ 

• What would be evidence of this not 
being in place?

• pointing on top of the word

pointing to the side of the word

• pointing way below the word

Literacy Lessons Part 2, p11

Learning letters
“Use one or two minutes…….of the lesson:

• To extend the child’s range of control 
over letters

• To work towards perfect performance on 
the whole set,

• To increase fast responding to all letters”

Clay, Literacy Lessons, Pt 2, p 34
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• “Children must learn fast identification 
of all letter shapes and features”

• “Perception of the details needs to be 
totally reliable and rapid…..

but require minimal conscious

attention.”

Literacy Lessons, Part 2, p23
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Think carefully about what you 

are asking children to do

“Do not underestimate the need to tidy 

up this control overs the letters of the 

alphabet for the group of children who 

already know a lot of letters.”

Clay, Literacy Lessons, Pt 2, p 36
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Expand the meager knowledge 

of words

• Keep in mind the need to extend two 

vocabularies (reading and writing)

• From working with the child in reading 

text the teacher decides which word (or 

words) she would now like this child to 

focus his attention on….

• Use the particular words this child 

has worked on in other activities. 

LL, p.40-41

• If something is to be recognized 

again then it should pop up often in 

different contexts.   LL, Pt 2, 39

Children  make the print-to-

language link only when they 

have learned how to work on 

the visual features of printed 

text.

Literacy Lessons, Part 1, p 32
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Working With Words
Taking Words Apart While Reading

• Begins early and extends and uses the 
Learning to Look at Print, see page 129-
131

• Might be used at any time in any lesson

• Onset and rime is only one way of 
analyzing a word

“Word work must become integral to 

reading and writing continuous 

texts.”

Literacy Lessons, Part 2, p129

“the goal of the teaching is to 

assist the child to construct 

effective networks  in his brain 

for linking up all the strategic 

activity that will be needed to 

work on texts, not merely to 

accumulate items of 

knowledge.”

P 41, Literacy Lessons, 2nd edition. 

MEANING STRUCTURE

VISUAL 

INFORMATION
AWARENESS OF

SOUNDS
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“ The learning that is essential to 

cognitive development,….is most 

likely to occur from engaging in 

activities in which it is necessary 

to recognize and solve problems 

of increasing difficulty.”

Wells & Cheng-Wells, Constructing 

Knowledge Together, p55

The child must learn to take the 
initiative, make some links, and 
work at a difficulty.  P 107

Self monitoring   
“””Once a reader is using a set of 

strategies that enable him to 

monitor his own reading and check 

one source of information with 

other sources in a sequential 

solving process then engaging in 

these activities serves to extend the 

potential of the reader……”

Becoming Literate,  p 317

What is self-monitoring? Self-monitoring involves learning 

how to check on myself  in 

relation to a task.

Smith,  Self-monitoring and The Acquisition of 

Literacy 
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“The novice reader must become 

aware that there has to be a neat fit 

of language and visual cues in 

reading and writing…”

Clay

Saying and seeing

A critical understanding involves knowing 
that you must say what you see

• At the ‘squiggle’ level

• At the known word level

• And then at the letter level

Summary

Early learning is critical in relation to:

• Direction, orientation and sequence in 

print

• Clear, precise one-to-one matching

• Extending the knowledge of letters and 

words and starting to use this in 

reading

• Self-monitoring must begin early and 

rapidly becomes more sophisticated

Learning to look involves:• Directionality, sequence and 

orientation

• Fast visual response to letters

• Building a reading and writing 

vocabulary

• Using visual information to 

monitor in reading and writing
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